Systems theory and models.

- Is the model prospective particular to systems science?
- Is eruca romulus a systems thinker?
- Does he use models?

The people do not use models... is the key?
Can Andrić’s dramas tell us anything about systems? 

Fritz Perl Capua

Carl Singer (1934 – 1996)
Fritz Perl Capua (1935 – )

System – Dictionary of Mechanics

Extraterrestrial life
Planet system
Nuclear war – unsustainability.
Ethics of Science?

purposes is to map out the world

child is partial to the area

Flow through learning

CMN paper

QA

CMN integrate

execute (AR)

execute (project)

command & control

framework for research, care, culture, hospitals

QI
(theory) CMM

(ward) Framework

AR

Q1

(cultural, hospedal)

care, culture, hospitality

(model) Command & Control

PM
Poulenc

Andréi Tseitlin "Sexual love in sci-fi"

James Bond -> brothel engine

Franz Kafka "Sonora within care & responsibility"

Spring 1985 -> sustainable living

Proust -> virus = reflexive undoing

Fear = motivation

Byron = ATEC - caterpillar?

ATAP - live in our own dream (not dream)

VR - head-in (memesis) "Children of the Gods" - Alphonse Chabot.
Spencer 1895 -> hippie life, scion to living because modern doesn't work.

...vol of science/technology in society.

- Henry of the Potters.
-eking their own people?

- H. Wells, class society, socialist ideals,

- 1. mother of desire, devils - unsustainable
- 2. ATOM - real dream as reality (less)
- 3. FOR - possession
- 4. VR - scientist (read)
- 5. TS - scientist & (read)
- 6. FE - scientist, read

- Mission of the human & scientist
- 8. Inside of education & human life (start & again)
Homer Kundt

RQ

social and emotional

intrinsic

collective

empirical case

J. V. Neum

Fraudulent

H. G. Wells

Man of Money

1901

Science Fiction

Edward Jay Epstein

Space 1889

Jean de Brunhoff

Form of Life
Jans bond

sonnen setzen

Jans Polk → musical system

"murder music"

\[ \text{Cemal} \]

\[ \text{folk/ pop/ jury} \]

\[ \text{pop big} \]

Jans bond + more important

4 mal Jans en

- claren

- mach jury

- mu kommt dann

- um die Welt. (Vorleiche)

\[ \text{fül} \]

\[ \text{fü 2} \]

\[ \text{Höller} \]

\[ \text{Himmel} \]

\[ \text{Himmel} \rightarrow \text{B. herzog} \]

\[ \text{um die dann} \rightarrow \text{viertens} \]
Desired Science

Brochures
SME - method

A28
1
A67
1
A35

method of doing reviews?

RA = data to design?
RA = algorithm
RA = method B

RG = what is the plant doing another?
RQ: What is the best reason

RQ: Given the population of OC clusters under

Diagram:

- Diagram showing relationships and selections.
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Aspera

Iridium $\rightarrow$ Roland